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QUESTION: 44
You are demonstrating to a potential customer how easy it is to replicate data from one
HPE 3PAR StoreServ array to another. The demonstration is being done with both
arrays connected to a pair of SAN switches. The customer asks what it would take to
extend their SAN over very large distances. What should you recommend they use to
accomplish this?
A. multi-mode replication
B. wave division multiplexing
C. FCIP routing
D. low-bandwidth replication
Answer: C
QUESTION: 45
A customer’s backup solution performs daily full backups of the environment The
customer is asking for a different solution due to the amount of time it takes on a daily
basis. They only need to be able to keep copies of recently changed files to restore if a
problem occurs Full backups will continue to be performed on weekend days, but the
customer wants a solution for non-weekend days. Which backup solution helps
accomplish this?
A. archive and backup
B. image-based
C. differential
D. file-based
Answer: C
QUESTION: 46
A backup schedule is setup where a Full backup is taken every Sunday, with differential
backups taken every day thereafter during the week. That is the impact on the ability a
full restore on Friday if Tuesday’s tape is lost?
A. Tuesday's tape can be recreated from the parity data on the other tapes
B. There is no impact Only Sunday's and Thursday's tapes are needed

C. A full restore is not possible, as all tapes are needed.
D. Tuesdays tape can be recreated based on the metadata in the backup database.
Answer: B
QUESTION: 47
Which capability is available to use with HPE StoreEver tape libraries, along with
software drivers that provide MPIO?
A. partitioning of tape libraries
B. backups through Fibre Channel
C. advanced path failover
D. offloading backups to tape
Answer: C
QUESTION: 48
DRAG DROP
Match each management tool to the correct HPE Storage product.

Answer:
Exhibit

QUESTION: 49
Which statement is correct about enabling data-at-rest or in-flight encryption on a
physical HPE StoreOnce appliance?
A. Encryption is enabled by default
B. Encryption is not possible on HPE StoreOnce
C. Encryption is a function of the backup application.
D. The HPE StoreOnce Security Pack license must be installed
Answer: D
QUESTION: 50
A Customer has two sites that are 100 miles (160 km) apart. Each site is 100 percent
virtualized and has identical storage and server infrastructure, running active/active
environment with array based replication. The customer needs a solution that enables
them to recover either site with minimal input from their IT trams, while meeting their
two hour RTO and 15 minutes RPO SLAs. What should you recommend to improve this
customer’s current infrastructure?
A. VMware Site Recovery Manager
B. VMware vCenter Operations Manager
C. HPE 3PAR Remote Copy Software
D. VMware vRealize automation
Answer: A
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